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FROM the Desk of Dr. Brian Zulawinski, DDS, FIDIA 
 

How To Get a Full Set Of Upper and Lower Teeth 
In One Day Without Wearing Those Dentures 

That You Have To Take Off Every Night 
 

If you talk to anyone that has ever considered wearing dentures or are currently wearing 
them, they likely have no clue about what I’m about to share with you.  
 

In fact, it’s quite life changing… 
 
It’s unfortunate that more people don’t know this and instead fall prey to wearing those 
uncomfortable arches of acrylic, or plastic for their entire lives!  
 
If you’re reading this, it will help you understand your options and see WHY this solution 
could be a life changer for you.  
 
Let’s take a very common scenario: 
 

1. Your dentist tells you that you have to remove all your teeth and get “removable 
dentures” that will look pretty real. Let’s assume- YES- you do have to 
remove/extract your teeth for all the reasons they gave you.  

 
Here are some BIG issues with this process: 
 
When you get your teeth out, you’re not going to walk around without any teeth, so they 
tell you to get “immediate dentures”, which means that you would get these removable 
dentures “immediately” after your extraction appointment.  
 
Now- this may sound nice… But-  
 
These immediate, or temporary dentures are VERY uncomfortable since they are 

just sitting on your gum tissue after your gums have been bruised up from the 
extractions. 

 
Imagine that, not only are you sore from the extractions, BUT you’re also getting used to 
these NEW prosthetics in your mouth that you’ve never had. Then later you’ll get 
another more permanent denture to supposedly fits better after 3 months or so.  

   

  



 
This is a recipe for discomfort, frustration, and pain.  
 
 
Here’s another scenario: 
 
2. Your dentist tells you that you need to get your teeth out, but recommends to keep a 
few that may last you a while, BUT a majority of them will have to come out 
immediately.  
 
Here are some problems with this: 
 

1. You’ll still wear a partial denture that sits on your gums and you have to take it out 
every night. And when you do loose one of your other teeth, the lab has to “add 
teeth” to your existing denture… at best, if they even can. This essentially creates a 
situation that results in “patchwork” dentistry, where teeth are added as they are 
needed, but nothing is precision fit and you’re just adding to something that’s not 
that comfortable in the first place.  

 
This is a tough situation as well!  
 
Now, I know there are many scenarios that can occur here, but I think you get the point.  
 

Which is, MOST regular dentures have some real issues: 
 

- they are super uncomfortable 

- not customizable  

- don’t really anchor or sit on your gums that well 

- get food caught underneath so you can’t eat many foods with them 

- have to be taken out at night when you sleep 

- get looser as you wear them, since the bone underneath them gradually resorbs. 

- really don’t look like the smile you truly wanted 

- get looser with time and risk flopping out when you are talking 
 
I could go on and and on… I think you get it! 
 
So what’s a real solution? 
 

The All On 4 Procedure: 
 
 



Very basically explained, we would place 4 implants on your upper arch and then make 
a strip of teeth that would get anchored to those implants that STAYS in your mouth 
without you having to remove them.  
 
 
Here’s a simple picture of it: 
 
 

 
Now remember, bone does NOT have any nerve endings, so implants don’t cause you 
to feel pain in the bone.  
 
See… I know what you were thinking when you saw that little picture up there. :-)  
 

Here are just some of the big benefits to this procedure: 
 
Bone Preservation- In fact, they preserve your bone since when placed, your body 
NOW feels that there is something in the bone that’s stimulates the bone so it doesn’t 
resorb or shrink- that’s a big deal. You don’t lose bone as you age since the implants 
are preserving that bone much more than if there was not anything in that area.  
 
Fixed Teeth- the strip of teeth that is placed in there gets anchored to the implants and 
gets screwed in. Simple. You don’t have to remove it. It stays in.  
 

THIS IS A BIG DEAL 
 

Of all the things about this procedure that is the most beneficial- THIS is the biggest 
one. Fixed teeth, just like they were meant to be.  
 
Now we can remove it at the office if we want to, but usually there isn’t a need for it.  
 

And, here’s the next one… 
 



It doesn’t cover your entire upper palate or even all your gums on the lower arch either!  
 
So, really it’s a STRIP of TEETH. Not a big prothesis that feels weird in your mouth.  
 

 
 
This is what a strip of teeth looks like- totally different, right? 
 
Also, this procedure works even if you’ve been told that implants are not for you since 
you don’t have “enough bone.”  
 
Why? 
 
Since we place the implants in different areas in your jaw as compared to single 

tooth implants. This also allows us more access to the bone we need in the 
position we need it.  

 
What I’m really trying to say is that this procedure does well even if you think that you 
don’t have enough bone and that’s what your dentist told you.  
 
Most dentists are not trained with this type technique- I am, and my team is.  
 
Now- what about that scenario of removing all your teeth in one siting and then getting 
teeth “immediately?”  
 
Well, the All on 4 Procedure accommodates that since it’s a ONE VISIT technique.  
 
If you need teeth extracted, we do that first, then place the implants and then 
fasten the temporary strip of teeth to the implants that same day. You’ll get the 
permanent form a few months later, but this temporary strip works just like the 
permanent ones- AND STAYS IN PLACE.  
 
All of this is done in one sitting.  
 



And you leave with a set of FIXED teeth that same day, that you don’t have to remove 
at all.  
 
Then after that, there’s follow up appointments which we can review when you come in.  
 
Hope that you can give yourself the option of at least having a chance at seeing if 
you are a candidate for this procedure.  
 
Come in and join me for a free consultation and digital images to see if this works for 
you!  
 
Call me at 847-253-7477 
 
Or schedule an appointment with my office at www.ArlingtonDentalOnline.com 
Have a wonderful rest of your day and email me back if you have any questions on what 
you just read! Here for you! 
 
Dr. Brian Zulawinski, DDS,FIDIA 

 


